Freshwater Fish Of Florida Field Guide (Fish Identification Guides)
Synopsis

Make identifying freshwater fish easy and enjoyable. This field guide by Dave Bosanko features detailed information about 80 types of Florida fish, and the book’s waterproof pages make it perfect for the dock or boat. Identify your catches with the intricately detailed fish illustrations, and verify them using the “Similar Species” comparison features. Then read fascinating facts on spawning behavior, feeding habits and more. Plus, match up your best catches against the state and North American records. With inside information for locating fishing hotspots, this book is essential for every tackle box, beach bag, RV and cabin.
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Customer Reviews

The Freshwater Fish of Florida Field Guide provides an easy format to find and identify fish in a waterproof format. It also contains a fine listing of invasive exotic fish species found in Florida waters. Knowing these invasive species is valuable due to the fact that they are sometimes the only fish you see in the Florida’s fresh water streams, lakes, rivers, ponds and in the waters of the Everglades. Easier to use than Peterson’s Guide for Florida, it has excellent drawings of the various fish species. Very good beginners book which grows with you as you learn more about the topic as you use it to identify the many fish you see in Florida. Easy to use in the field.

Convenient size and sturdy pages. As described. This is ridiculous that you have to use such a long description! amen! last word!
Excellent.

loved it
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